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Abstract : 

Police Station is that the most vital unit for the voters of the country (INDIA). Whenever against 

the law happens within the town a national 1st got to contact to the station house .Police stations 

within the town ar still operating manually like filing Associate in Nursing 1st data Report (FIR) 

that ar reported  on paper thanks to this there ar possibilities of miss putting those records. The 

planned on-line system- Intellectual and Enhance Digital Solutions (IEDS) for the Police Stations 

which is able to facilitate the peace officer and user to digitalize their work. this technique can 

maintain the records within the info. Records like missing individuals, murder data, photograph 

report, etc. helps the peace officer to stay knowledge in their pocket and search on single bit. IEDS 

conjointly contains a user half for checking the standing report. The System can cut back the load 

of the peace officer furthermore as native traffic in station house for queries like missing person, 

missing vehicle, standing of their case etc. within the Emergency cases user will send their real 

time location. it'll conjointly cut back paper work which is able to successively save trees. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As Police man have gotten variety of queries 

from native individuals with existing unresolved 

cases. therefore it's quite troublesome to take care 

of criminal records into multiple places on paper. 

Police has rotating shift therefore it's 

troublesome for them to search out the opposite 

police records within the same station. These 

produce pressure on them and damage their 

existing management system. This born-again 

into stress. On a median a hundred and twenty 

urban center police personnel have died whereas 

on duty per annum since 2002 until date, with 

ninety eight per cent of them succumbing to 

varied ailments, as well as cardiopulmonary 

arrest, in step with associate RTI. because of 

native individuals inquiry like missing 

individuals, vehicle stealing, snatching, they 

cannot specialize in High priority cases like 

murder, scams etc. further as they cannot _figure 

out their current cases. what is more population 

of Asian country is at edge therefore 

comparatively stern to try and do investigation. 

Indian Polices does not have high-end devices 

and intelligent package to manage the crime, 

queries of native etc. Police men powers ar less 

against the population of states or cities, that is 

biggest thread within the system. there's the 

matter of men shortage. the amount of policemen 

per a hundred,000 individuals in Asian country is 

a hundred thirty. The minimum Nations norm is 

220. At 220, they're close to 600,000 policemen 

short. The coverage of any crime witnessed by 

anyone to police stations. The work for such task 

is tedious. The aim is, to be retired of this excuse 

of your time and physical energy drained. To 

utilize the technologies with which each and 

every user is friendly with. The projected system 

permits and assists subject to lodge grievance 

and follow through complaints victimisation 

their portable. to supply a simple thanks to lodge 

grievance associated with crime or the other 

catastrophe while not the necessity of most time 

. it'll facilitate each the bodies to figure with one 

another additional with efficiency.  Also, 

digitalizing the work that was manually done can 

positive facilitate in maintaining the records 

additional higher than that on paper. we tend to 

develop application criminal communicator, 

missing person finder and enhance answer for 

police office. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

 1. Paper Name: : Intellectual and Enhance 

Digital Solution For Police Station 

Author: Jay Patel, Haresh Wala  
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Description: Police Station is that the most 

significant unit for the voters of the country 

(INDIA). Whenever a criminal offense happens 

within the town a subject 1st ought to contact to 

the station .Police stations within the town area 

unit still operating manually like filing associate 

1st data Report (FIR) that area unit rumored on 

paper thanks to this there area unit probabilities 

of miss inserting those records.The projected on-

line system- Intellectual and Enhance Digital 

Solutions (IEDS) for the Police Stations which is 

able to facilitate the lawman and user to digitalize 

their work. this technique can maintain the 

records within the info.IEDS integrate range of 

police stations within the town. Records like 

missing individuals, murder data, ikon report, 

etc. helps the lawman to stay knowledge in their 

pocket and search on single bit. IEDS 

additionally contains a user half for checking the 

standing report that is accessed additional firmly 

by One-Time-Password (OTP).This System also 

will facilitate attorney to co-ordinate with 

lawman and victim by obtaining access to the 

documents uploaded by police. this technique 

also will do Analysis of Criminal Records 

victimization Apriori rule. The System can scale 

back the load of the lawman additionally as 

native traffic in station for queries like missing 

person, missing vehicle, standing of their case 

etc. it'll additionally scale back paper work which 

is able to successively save trees. 

2. Paper Name CRIME REPORTING SYSTEM 

USING ANDROID APPLICATION 

Author: S.P. Godlin Jesil, Rajat Basant, 

|Pratishvir 

Description: In twenty first century wherever 

mobile and knowledge technology became 

Associate in Nursing integral a part of our lives. 

a replacement space wherever mobile integrated 

with technology isuseful for crime news since 

pronto accessible info isn't obtainable at any 

purpose in investigation this can be a key 

downside for communication in local 

department. Thus, victimization cloud, we are 

going to try and create all the data associated with 

the criminals obtainable on the humanoid 

Application to the police throughout their 

investigation which might speed-up the complete 

method of chase down the criminals. A mobile 

application is created obtainable to the people so 

as to trace down the safest path to achieve their 

destination by giving notifications once chosen 

against the law affected space Associate in 

Nursingd conjointly providing an alternate route. 

3. Paper Name Study & Analysis of Different 

Face Detection 

Techniques 

Author: Mayank Chauhan, Mukesh Sakle 

Description: Authentication &amp; 

Identification has become major issue in today’s 

digital world. Face detection plays a big role in 

authentication & identification. during this paper 

many existing face detection approaches area 

unit analyzed and mentioned. every approached 

is mentioned in short & compared with the 

opposite in terms of key analysis parameters. As 

face detection is that the elimentry however a 

vital step towards automatic face recognition, 

main goal of this paper is to come back up with 

AN approach that's an honest candidate for face 

detection. 

4. Paper Name: Web Application for Complaint 

Tracking and Resolving 

Author: Ms. Sneha Alve , Ms. Vishakha Babardesai 

, Ms. Sneha Bhosale , Ms. Siddhi Kapadi , Prof. Atul. 

B. Yadav 

Description: Nowadays net and therefore the 

things that it connects USA with worlds is 

everyday prevalence in person's life. there's not 

an individual United Nations agency doesn’t 

understand what net is and not exploitation it. In 

each facet of life either it's personal or skilled we 

have a tendency to use net. It makes life easier. 

And to beat failing and unacceptable things or 

services by any organization we are able to use 

on-line grievance management system.“WEB 

APPLICATION FOR grievance following AND 

RESOLVING” is internet application developed 

for managing numerous complaints within the 

hostel and collage. Objective of our system is to 

create complaints easier to coordinate, monitor, 

track and resolve, and to produce organization 

with effective tool to stay records of grievance 

knowledge, to use knowledge for characteristic 

downside areas and to enhance service. 

5. Paper Name: Image-based Face Detection and 

Recognition: “State of the Art” 
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Author: Faizan Ahmad, Aaima Najam and Zeeshan 

Ahmed 

Description: Face recognition from image or 

video could be a well-liked topic in biometry 

analysis. several public places typically have 

police investigation cameras for video capture 

and these cameras have their vital price for 

security purpose. it's wide acknowledged that the 

face recognition have contend a crucial role in 

closed-circuit television because it doesn’t want 

the object’s cooperation. the particular blessings 

of face primarily based identification over 

alternative biometry square measure singularity 

and acceptance. As face could be a dynamic 

object having high degree of variability in its 

look, that creates face detection a troublesome 

drawback in laptop vision. during this field, 

accuracy and speed of identification could be a 

main issue. The goal of this paper is to guage 

varied face detection and recognition ways, give 

complete resolution for image primarily based 

face detection and recognition with higher 

accuracy, higher response rate as Associate in 

Nursing initial step for video police 

investigation. resolution is planned supported 

performed tests on varied face made databases in 

terms of subjects, pose, emotions, race and light-

weight. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the gift state of affairs filing AN 

FIR/complaint may be a agitated task since one 

should bear a really vast method for justice. It 

matter however tiny or massive the crime is. In 

general, to file AN FIR/complaint one should 

rummage around for a close-by police 

headquarters and need to wait till a cop takes 

upon the request and either we've got to recite or 

need to provides it as a written statement. 

definitely this takes nearly each day of AN 

individual’s time. during this busy world, it’s 

quite robust to relinquish au fait our routine 

works. the prevailing system of filing 

complaints/FIR affects our daily routine, makes 

United States of America pay plenty of our 

precious time in it. filing AN FIR, meantime we 

tend to might have done 3. chiefly might 

provides a heap of possibilities and time for 

verdicts to simply get away cases creating their 

pre bails prepared or maybe for 

absconding. To avoid such miserable things 

we've got designed AN app that produces 

everything happen in jut jiffy. 

 

Disadvantage: 

 Time overwhelming system. 

 User have should visit to close police                 

headquarters for report. 

 

IV  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this paper, system permits and assists national 

to lodge grievance and follow through 

complaints victimization their itinerant. to supply 

a straightforward thanks to lodge grievance 

associated with crime or the other catastrophe 

while not the requirement of such a lot time. it'll 

facilitate each the bodies to figure with one 

another a lot of expeditiously. Also, digitalizing 

the work that was manually done can certain 

facilitate in maintaining the records a lot of 

higher than that on paper. we tend to develop 

application criminal communicator, missing 

person finder and enhance answer for police 

office. 

Advantages: 

 Reduce paper work which can 

successively save trees. 

 Simple method to register grievance by 

victimization mobile application 

  User friendly technology. 

System Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

System Requirements: 

Software Requirements 

 Operating system: Windows 

7,8,10, Android 

 Language: Java, Python 2.0 or 

3.0 

http://www.jetir.org/
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 IDE: Anaconda, Android Studio 

 Database: MySQL, Xamp Server 

Hardware Requirements  

 System Type: 64-bit or 32-bit 

 Processor: Intel core i5, 2 GHz   

 Random Access Memory 

(RAM): 8 GB   

 Storage Capacity: 1 TB   

 IO device: mouse and keyboard 

 Device Name: Laptop or 

Computer and Smartphone 

 

  

CONCLUSION 

Our project planned a system that lets each the 

police and therefore the somebody to eradicate 

the crime. this could be done once the somebody 

feels safe enough to come back forward and 

police to analyze on the crime instead of on the 

moaner. The system doesn't reveal the identity of 

the moaner at the police office. solely the central 

Once is aware of the identity of the moaner. 

Moreover, the time to search out the correct 

police office to complain and therefore the paper 

work maintaining is reduced. The maintaining of 

the digitalized knowledge is economical than the 

outlet system management. 
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